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.i We present elemod mobi%~m~asruements in H2 gas fbor 5 x 10” < p < 5 x IO?’ cm-j and 26 < T < 32°K. 

-&e.data.consi$ of caexkting high and low mobility branches. The high mobility branch is due to electrons; the low 
mobility, prob&ly.due to ioris. The electron branch shows strong evidknde of bubble formation, bi accordance with 

~’ ‘. theoretical predictions. 
‘_ ‘. 

Electrons- f&n micrtiscopic bubbles (R = 10-A) in 
certgn. fluids, this fact being iefl&d in mobilit& -. 
stitie ,erd&s Of magi&de lower than’one would pre- 

.: $ct for free electrons. A theory [l] ha& been devel- 
oped for the.s!ability of such bti,@bies in non-polar 
fluids tid it pr&icts-that under cer&in conditions 
they.+Il form in He, I&, iI2 z&d perhaps Ne. Such 

-bubbles w&firs! d$&ved and.explained in liquid He 
.[2] ,‘and.subsequently the systematics of their Mrma- 
tion in ga&o& He l&e been studied [3+]. Limited 
measuremints in th& liquid tidsolid have so far Fot 
shoti their &xist&ce in l+e [7] ..The bnly published 
resultsfor Hz-at reasonably high densities are those of 
Griinberg,[8] at 293oK and Haliem &d Gomtir [9] 
in the Iiqui& Gr&beTg’s data shckv an anomaIou@ 
varying cross section, whiIst in i9] .a mobility of ap- 
prti*ateIg 0.02 crir2 .V- 1 -&Y? &as found. Both of. 
these results are compatible with bubble formation. 

m?nts.and empirical equations of state [lo]. Details 
of the experimetital ariangement may be found in [S] . 
We .presumi: we had riormai rather than equilibrium 
Hz, but t&s should not make any significant differ- 
ence ‘to Otis results. In fig. 1 a we presetit smoothed 
values of our measurements, which have an absolute 
accuracy of *lO%, and each Curve has an internal accu- 
racy of is%. Also included in fg. la are the 293°K 
data Of [83, the dashed part being’an extrapolation 
based on a cross section which increases linearly with 
dtnsity, since such a cross section used in cqnjbc- 
tion with the standard expressions reproduces the . . 
dat’a very we& We might note that the theory of 
Legler-11 l] .with a crqss section, u, of 9.1 X lo-l6 
cm2 al& fits this curve welI. As is apparent, we ob- 
setie coexisting high tid 10;~ mobility branches; (the ; 
.d&a for_ the 3O.@‘K isotherm lying LirtUally ‘on top of ._ 
&at for 3 1;7”K isotherm for the low-mobiliiy branch). 
There is 60 difficulty in discern&g the tWo mobiljties 
&p&mentally since @y are-so well separa&d. 

_ The limitatio&on these curves are the folkking; 

The data tlire present in this.Ietter are a fust.attempt to 
study bubble-fo&atioxi ;r;‘&.&us Hz-by ‘observing &e 

associated mobility’ collapse.. OUr rej;t&s tie not en- 
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strengths of the two carriers changes markedly with 
density, as illustrated in fig. lb. These factors com- 
bined to prevent us from obtaining data at higher p 
and/or lower i? 

He shah discuss first the l$gh mobility branch in 
term’s of the expected beha-vior. Semi-&ssically, the 
mobiiity is given by (31 

p = 4e(l +Btp)lpo(2smkr)“2 : (0 

where m is the electronic ma&and B, is the second 
virial coefficient. At the lower densities, this equation 
describes the data quite well, but JL decreases well be- 
low the value given by (I) as the density increases. Iri 
ptiticular, note that the 30.0% isotherm has a defi- 
nite downward trend and seems to cross the 293°K 
isot&rm. This is precisely the behavior observed in He 
[5] .%-iOw close we-are to & mobiG+ colh+~e is hard & 
say-by direct examination of these du-ves. The coexist- 

ence curve prevents.& from going to higher densities. 
on the 3O:O”&_isotherm.. For th@ and higher tempera; . 

Fig. 1. (a) Mobility of negative particles versus number density 
at fixed temperatures (marked on awes in degrees kelvin). 
(b) Relative signal stren@hs of the h&h and Iow mobility 
branches versus number density far the 31.7% isathe:m, 

point energy of the electron becomes greater than kT, 

SO that the electron prefers to dig a hole in the gas 
which lowers the energy of the whole eIectron-gas 
system [ 11, The zeio point en&y at the densities in 
question is given well enough by the optical potential, 

Vo = (~Qr?z)4&z , (2) 

where (I is the electron-atom scattering length. The 
quantity rO/kT then is a measure of the probabihty 
of bubble formation.. Legler made use of this fact in 
his theory [ 1 l] . Fig. 2 shows Legler’s theory as the 
solid line. The dashed lime in fig. 2 is.our data for 4L-le, 
where the ratio oF measured to~calculated free electron 
mobility is plotted-against V&T: ‘&is dashed curve 
is obtained from about one hundred data points and 
cover% the range of mobility collapse in Hewhere one 

is ;certatn bubbles are b&g femed. The data plotted 
as squ,ties are from.!81 +nd OUF data from fig. la are 
plotted as circles. As can be seen our Hz dafa depart 
significantty fro* unity, *e vaIue we expect r,$xg (I), 

tures the signal strength due to,electrons becomes too 1. and folIows the He data’very closely. We-take this to 
small tq detect. at the bigbest densities. Orie can how- 
ever plot t.h@iata in a’more F&&aling manner. The. 

be strong &rider&for electron bubble formation in 
-. 

under&g cause for bubble.f&m&o~‘is that the.zero- 
Hz i We might remark that the crossing of:t& -mobility 
Cuties $obrthe iaiious. is&xmS ia tlot e&&imental ::,’ ‘. :- ‘. . . -__ 
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‘Fig. 2. Soti tx~k, Legler’s theory; dashed curve based on OUT 
data in ‘%I&. &XXI &d Solid squares, @r&erg’s data for %e 
and I+ respectively; solid circtes. our data for Hz. 

parallels He quite closely the bubble lifetime should be 
considerably shorter than its t&sit time through our 
apparatus. Thus we feel it unlikely that the low mobil- 
ity.branch is due to bubbles. However, as the details 
of bubble formatiou, as opposed to bubble stability, 
are unknown we cannot completely elimiiate this pos- 
sibility.. 

-uncertajnty but a real-effect due to bubble formation. 
This-is because’at low density p Q: T-‘I2 and at high 

density:C(_a.ex~l-a(p)/kT] , thus at faed p, cr is a de- 
creasing~function of T at 1.0~ density and an increasing 
function: of .T at high density. 

The low mobility branch-is due either to electron 
bubbles or.ion$ We were able to rule out impurities 
by a se&s of checks during the course of the experi- 
ments _-notably that the results were unaffected by 

‘. ‘using H, gas of different impurity levels. We first eval- 
uatedthe radius;.R, of the low mobility object by Us-. 
-ing ar ~inter$olation formula [3] for p,. 

.& (e/6x$?) [i +97&~~R(27rMW9”2] ‘., ’ (3) 
~.’ 

where Q is the gas viscosit; and M. is a molecular re- 
duced mass. (3) yielded values ofR .yl+ch vaded:.as . . 

density. Because _VO depends on p we expect P to de- 
p&d 011 p, which w&‘&d&d find, to betrue: $ncew.e 

shown by. the solid line ;n fig! 3a.. &can be-seen that are dealing with.a elustcr ion,: however, we m.ust take 

.‘the objectis qu&large.as we expecta bubble to-be. its formationinto’account-in the,mass action formula. 

‘Using the theoryof e!ectronbubbies [l,S] ;.we.ca.@-i &s.r@l& that the followmg&ratiori should be’sat- 

_la& th~‘&&z@$ .&e axid obtained the cunies S~OWXI 

: in @&$a;.tihich seem. to_.&gesf t-h& the: low mobihty 

iSEed, :. . 1 : i_ I. : .: .:I :. .,li ._ .. i . 

Since we are using a radioactive source with .a mean 
P_ energy of ~2 keV we must consider negative ion 
creation. The two possibilities are HZ and H-. On the 
basis of cloud chamber theory 1121 we calculated the 
expected size of cluster ioris with the result shown in 
fig. 3a. This too appears compatible with experiment. 
The calculation is approximate in that we.used an ideal 
gas equation of state.-Assuming that the low mobility 
branch is due to io,ns we can use data ‘hke those of 
fig. lb to obtain-the ratio of electron-tp-ion densities. 
Iuserting this resultin a mass action equation allows US 
to find the dependence of the activation energy, A, on 

Fig. 3a. Kadiub df the low mobility object vkrsus number den- 
sity for the 31.7% isothkn; values extracted from the data 
and varioUs predictions. 

electron and the bubble. If we are seeing a stable bub- 
ble, then, there must be.a very large barrier against it 
relaxing back into an electron, because at the densities. 
in question the binding energy of the bubble is barely 
larger than kT. In fact, if we take the view that Hz 
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where [_ . .] means concentration of.the quantity con- 
cemed, “+lHg is the cluster ion containing the bare 
ion plus n Hz molecules,R_is the radius obtained from 
(3); A,, A, are activation energies involved in forming 
the cluster and bare ion respectively, and A2 depends 
very slowly on p, VC, is as given by (2) and occurs be- 
cause we expect At to shift by the electron’s zero- : 
point energy, and C is a constant which comes from 
the mass action equations. The expression on the Ieft- 
hand side of (4) can be obtained from our data, noting 
that [*l Hy] / [e-l = (Z-/P_) Ge/Ze), where Z is the 
current as shown in fig. lb. If then we plot the Lhk. of 
(4), which is an exp&imental quantity, against p=pgas 
we should get a straight line of slope 
@*/2m) (4ra/kT) = 1.49 X lo-** cm+3 for a=O.85 A. 

This plot is shown in fig. 3b. The slope of the straight 
-line shown there is (2.0*0.2) X .lO-*O cmT3 which is 
in very good agreement with the predicted value. 

In conclusion, we have presented evidence that 
electrons do form bubbles in Hz gas- Calculations 
based on [l] predict that we should see the bubble 
formation process occurring where we do, i.e., p 2 

1.5 X lO*l cmS3 for Ta 30°K. The low mobility ob- 
ject we see appears to be a cluster ion formed in the 
source region, though we cannot rule out the possibil- 
ity that it is a stable bubble. In order to provide incon- 
trovertible evidence for bubble creation, that is, to 

I?&. 3b. L.HS. of eq. (4) versus gas number density, from the 
data at 31.7”K. : 

follow the mobil;ty collapse in its entirety, it is nec- 

essary to perfcrm experiments at T> Tair, P > 25 
atm, using a low energy eIectron source so that the 
probability of formation of cluster ions is severely 
reduced, and to~use more sophisticated measurement 
schemes in order to detect the very low signals ta be 
expected in these circumstances. To perform similar 
measurements in Ne, even higher pressures wouId be 
necessary because of the small value of the scattering 
length for that gqs. 

We are grateful for usefui suggestions made by Drs. 
T.M. Sanders Jr., and L.M. Sander, and Mr. John 
Yoder for the use of some ultra-high purity hydrogen 
.gas. 
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